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Abstract: Radiocarbon analysis is a widely-used tool for source apportionment of aerosol particles.
One of the big challenges of this method, addressed in this work, is to isolate elemental carbon (EC)
for 14C analysis. In the first part of the study, we validate a two-step method (2stepCIO) to separate
total carbon (TC) into organic carbon (OC) and EC against the EUSAAR_2 thermal-optical method
regarding the recovered carbon concentrations. The 2stepCIO method is based on the combustion
of OC in pure oxygen at two different temperature steps to isolate EC. It is normally used with a
custom-built aerosol combustion system (ACS), but in this project, it was also implemented as a
thermal protocol on a Sunset OC-EC analyzer. Results for the recovered EC mass concentration
showed poor agreement between the 2stepCIO method on the ACS system and on the Sunset
analyzer. This indicates that the EC recovery is sensitive not only to the temperature steps, but also to
instrument-specific parameters, such as heating rates. We also found that the EUSAAR_2 protocol
itself can underestimate the EC concentration on untreated samples compared to water-extracted
samples. This is especially so for highly loaded filters, which are typical for 14C analysis. For untreated
samples, the EC concentration on long-term filter samples (two to five days sampling time) was
20–45% lower than the sum of EC found on the corresponding 24-h filter samples. For water-extracted
filter samples, there was no significant difference between long-term and the sum of daily filter
samples. In the second part of this study, the 14C was measured on EC isolated by the 2stepCIO
method and compared to methods from two other laboratories. The different methods agree well
within their uncertainty estimates.
Keywords: radiocarbon; organic carbon; elemental carbon; carbonaceous aerosol particles;
thermal separation
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1. Introduction
Carbon containing constituents contribute approximately 20–40% to the mass of fine particulate
matter with an aerodynamic diameter below 2.5 µm (PM2.5) depending on sampling location [1].
The total carbon (TC) content of aerosol particles can be divided into organic carbon (OC) and elemental
or black carbon (EC or BC). The largest part of OC consists of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons and
derivatives, which are colorless, non-refractory compounds. EC is a product of incomplete combustion
and pyrolysis, which is optically absorbing and thermally refractory. The definition and quantification
of EC or BC is dependent on the measurement technique [2], such as thermo-chemical or optical
classification. Since this study uses thermal or thermo-optical methods, we will use the term EC. EC
contributes to the global warming of the atmosphere, but as shown in the most recent IPCC report [3,4],
the radiative forcing of EC is still associated with large uncertainties. In order to improve global models,
but also for pollution reduction measures, it is important to know the sources of the carbonaceous
aerosol. Radiocarbon analysis is a reliable tool for source apportionment, as it clearly distinguishes
fossil sources, which are 14C-free, from contemporary sources, independently of individual emission
conditions or subsequent transformation processes. It has become a widely-used method in the field
of aerosol research, e.g., [5–16].
Since OC and EC have different chemical structures and production mechanisms, it is useful to
clearly separate OC and EC in order to get better information about the sources of the carbonaceous
aerosol. The most common approach for the quantification of OC and EC is currently the thermo-optical
analysis. In a first step OC is evaporated in an inert atmosphere (usually helium) and afterwards the
remaining EC is combusted by mixing the inert gas with oxygen. During the whole process, the light
transmission or reflectance of the filter sample is monitored, which allows to correct for artifacts that
occur in the course of this procedure. The main artifact is caused by the pyrolysis of OC during the
evaporation step, which produces char that is chemically similar to EC and can be only removed by
combustion. If not corrected, this artifact causes an underestimate of OC and an overestimate of EC.
Different protocols for thermo-optical analysis with varying time and temperature settings exist [17,18].
Inter-comparison studies [19–21] have shown that the quantification of OC and EC depends on the
applied method and the science community has not yet come to an international agreement for a
reference method.
Radiocarbon source apportionment requires a physical separation of OC and EC, which is
complicated by the pyrolysis of OC. To avoid charring of OC, Cachier et al. [22] developed a method
which uses pure oxygen as a carrier gas and consists of a first step at lower temperature at around
300 °C to remove the OC and another step at much higher temperature to fully oxidize the remaining
carbon. Most separation techniques [6,23,24] used for radiocarbon analysis of EC are based on this
approach, while length and temperature of the applied steps are further optimized and extra steps are
applied. By now most of the techniques aim at the clear separation of OC and EC by removing carbon
in intermediate temperature steps [6,23,24]. There is no sharp boundary between OC and EC, which
means the intermediate part of carbon, which consists of more refractory OC and less refractory EC
mostly from wood burning [25] shows similar thermochemical properties. This makes it necessary to
exclude this intermediate part of the EC for radiocarbon analysis, because it cannot be fully separated
from OC. As a consequence a full recovery of the EC cannot be achieved. To minimize the charring of
the OC during the OC removal step, filter samples are usually water-extracted. Yu et al. [26] found
that especially water-soluble OC is prone to charring, so for radiocarbon analysis of EC it is best to
remove this water-soluble OC.
The first part of this publication is focused on the quantification of the different carbon fractions
and the recovery of EC for radiocarbon analysis. Measurements for this investigation have been done
at the Centre for Isotope Research (CIO). Carbon concentrations derived with the EUSAAR_2 [17]
thermo-optical protocol are compared with concentrations recovered with the 2stepCIO [23] separation
technique for subsequent radiocarbon analysis. Filters used for radiocarbon analysis are often sampled
over extended periods of time, in order to collect enough material. On the other hand, 24-h filter
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samples are usually used for concentration monitoring and thermo-optical protocols are consequently
optimized for filters with a lower carbon loading. Therefore, carbon mass concentrations on 24-h filter
samples are compared to concentrations derived from long-term filter samples.
The second part of this publication compares 14C in EC isolated by three different methods based
on the approach by Cachier et al. [22]. The most recent and comprehensive inter-comparison exercise
of 14C in carbonaceous aerosols [27] found that results of 14C measurements in OC and TC generally
agree well between the different laboratories, but results for EC showed large differences ranging
from 28–79%. These values represent the inter-laboratory standard deviation of 14C in EC for three
different samples. The main reason for this large difference was attributed to different EC separation
techniques. The present investigation therefore presents a more detailed inter-comparison focused
on EC. All three laboratories (Laboratory for the Analysis of Radiocarbon with AMS (LARA) Bern,
Laboratorio di Tecniche Nucleari per l’Ambiente e i Beni Culturali (LABEC) Florence, CIO Groningen)
in this inter-comparison already took part in the earlier exercise, but since then have further improved
their methods. The results of four ambient filter samples, with different carbon mass concentrations,
and from different air mass regions, are compared and the different approaches are discussed in detail.
2. Methods
2.1. Sampling
In autumn 2014 a filter sampling campaign was conducted at the Cabauw Experimental Site
for Atmospheric Research (CESAR) in cooperation with the Netherlands Organisation for Applied
Scientific Research (TNO). The CESAR observatory (51.971◦ N, 4.927◦ E) is located in a rural spot
in the western part of the Netherlands in the surrounding of three major cities (Utrecht, Rotterdam,
Amsterdam) and is characterized as a regional background site of a relatively polluted area.
Filter samples were taken by CIO and TNO with two parallel high-volume aerosol sampler
(DIGITEL DHA-80) using a single-stage impactor inlet, which removed all particulate matter with an
aerodynamic diameter larger than 2.5 µm. The aerosol particles were collected on circular quartz fiber
filters with a diameter of 15 cm. Several filters can be loaded into the sampler and are stored in filter
stacks before and after active sampling. TNO used Pallflex Tissuquartz (2500 QAT-UP) filters, whereas
CIO used Whatman (QMA 1851-150) filters. Sampling duration differed for the two institutes, TNO
changed their filter every 24 h and CIO varied the sampling duration from two to five days. Changing
of filters was done at midnight for all samples. The filter samples taken by CIO stayed in the sampler
(either in the active sampling position or in the filter stock) for a total time period of around two weeks,
except for filter samples 4 and 8, which were kept in the sampler for 28 days due to logistical reasons.
Sampling filter blanks of CIO were treated in the same way as the real samples, but they never entered
the flow chamber and stayed the whole time in the filter stock of the sampler. In the course of the
sampling campaign four blank filter samples have been taken, out of which three filters stayed in
the sampler for two weeks and one filter was kept in the sampler for 29 days. TNO kept their blank
filter samples for two weeks in the sampler. Samples and blank filters were taken from or put into the
sampler at the same particular time for both institutes. An overview of all filter samples taken by CIO
is given in Table 1.
All filter samples were analyzed at CIO for concentrations of OC and EC, EC recovery and for the
fraction modern of EC. Some samples were selected for a comparison of the carbon concentrations
with the 24-h samples from TNO (see Table 1, marked with an o) and for an inter-comparison of the
fraction modern of EC with other laboratories (see Table 1, marked with an x).
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Table 1. Filter samples taken and analyzed by CIO; marked with an o are samples used for a comparison
of carbon concentrations with 24-h filter samples from TNO and marked with an x are samples analyzed
additionally by two other laboratories (LARA and LABEC) for an inter-comparison of F14C of EC.
Sample Sampling Sampling Sampling Main Air
Identity Start End Duration (days) Mass
1 2 September 2014 4 September 2014 2 mixed
2 4 September 2014 7 September 2014 3 continental x
3 7 September 2014 12 September 2014 5 regional x
4 12 September 2014 16 September 2014 4 mixed x
5 16 September 2014 18 September 2014 2 continental o
6 18 September 2014 21 September 2014 3 continental o
7 21 September 2014 25 September 2014 4 regional o
8 25 September 2014 30 September 2014 5 mixed o
9 30 September 2014 2 October 2014 2 mixed
10 2 October 2014 5 October 2014 3 mixed x
11 5 October 2014 9 October 2014 4 mixed
12 9 October 2014 14 October 2014 5.39 mixed
2.2. Filter Handling and Pretreatment at CIO
Prior to sampling, the filters were heated for two hours at 800 ◦C to remove adsorbed organic
contamination. The filters were wrapped in pre-heated (2 h at 550 ◦C) aluminum foil and stored at a
temperature of around −20 ◦C to avoid adsorption of OC, except for transportation to and from the
sampling site and the time in the sampler. All tools that were used for filter handling, e.g., tweezers and
punches were pre-cleaned first with acetone and then with ethanol. For the main part of the analysis
the filter samples were water-extracted to remove the water-soluble part of the carbon. In the filtration
assembly (Erlenmeyer flask, support base with fritted glass disc, funnel, clamp) for water extraction a
filter punch of 30 mm or 40 mm rests on a fritted glass disc. Approximately 150 mL of Milli-Q water
passes through the exposed filter (gravity-driven). In this set-up it cannot be completely avoided
to lose a small part of the particulate matter, which is flushed up from the filter surface and settles
on the funnel walls. The filtration assembly is thoroughly cleaned in between each water extraction
with acetone and ethanol and then shortly rinsed with Milli-Q water. After water extraction the filter
samples were dried overnight in a desiccator with silica gel filling. No treatment was conducted to
remove inorganic carbon, because it was shown [28] that it can be neglected for PM2.5 in mid-latitude
regions in the absence of local sources.
2.3. 2stepCIO Separation Method and Radiocarbon Analysis of EC at CIO
The aerosol combustion system (ACS) used for OC-EC separation in this study and its evaluation
is described in detail by Dusek et al. [23]. The brief description following here will mainly concentrate
on the extraction of EC from the bulk of the carbonaceous constituents in aerosol particles. The ACS
consists of an extraction and a purification line, which are separated by a needle valve. The pressure in
the extraction line is kept above atmospheric pressure, at around 1050 hPa, to prevent contamination,
whereas the pressure in the purification line is kept below 20 hPa. The main part of the extraction
line is composed of a quartz glass tube with a movable sample holder surrounded by three ovens.
The combustion of the sample takes place in the first and second oven under a flow of purified 99.999%
oxygen of around 65 mL/min. The third oven is kept at a temperature of 650 ◦C and contains a
platinum catalyst (high sensitivity TC catalyst, platinum on quartz wool, Shimadzu Corporation,
Kyoto, Japan), which ensures full oxidation of remaining incomplete combustion products.
For EC extraction, the water-extracted filter sample is inserted into the reaction tube for 10 min
at 375 ◦C in the first oven, followed by 2 min at 450 ◦C in the second oven. In the first step OC is
combusted and in the second step the most refractory OC and a part of EC are removed. Gases
evolving during these steps are pumped away at the outlet of the reaction tube. The final step is the
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combustion of EC at 650 ◦C for 5 min in the second oven. The CO2 formed during this step is collected
in a cryogenic trap in the purification line. After extraction the CO2 is transferred cryogenically from
the trap to a flask containing phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5), where last traces of water vapor are
removed. In a calibrated volume the extracted amount of CO2 is determined manometrically. Finally
the sample is stored in a flame-sealed glass ampule until further analysis.
At CIO, the extracted and purified CO2 is reduced to graphite by a Bosch reaction at a temperature
of 515 ◦C and a H2/CO2 ratio of 2.5. A porous iron pellet serves as a catalyst [29] and the produced
water is removed cryogenically with the help of a Peltier cooler. Before starting the reaction,
contaminations are removed from the iron pellet by oxidation with pure oxygen and subsequent
reduction with hydrogen. After the formation of graphite on the pellets they are pressed into the
accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS) target holders. The AMS at CIO, Model 4130 manufactured by
HVEE, is based on a 3 MV Tandetron accelerator and is dedicated to the analysis of radiocarbon [30].
All samples and standards for this project were measured in one batch.
14C data are reported for CIO and also for LARA and LABEC as fraction modern, following the
nomenclature discussed by Reimer et al. [31]:
F14C =
(
14C
12C
)
sample
0.7459 ·
(
14C
12C
)
OxII,(−25)
(1)
The 14C/12C ratio of the sample is related to the ratio of the standard, which is not corrected for
decay since the year 1950. This year was internationally agreed on as a reference for the atmosphere
unaffected by anthropogenic influence. Data analysis and correction is done at CIO following
the non-matching size method described in [32] for ultra-small samples. Measurement results are
normalized to a set of oxalic acid standards (OX-II, SRM 4990C) and corrected for isotopic fractionation,
using the simultaneously measured 13C/12C ratio of the sample. Sample masses ranged from about
60 µg to 275 µg carbon, therefore standards with varying carbon mass for the quantification of fossil
and modern carbon contamination are prepared in the same mass range and graphitized in the same
way as the samples. OX-II is used to determine the fossil contamination (on average 3.1 ± 1.2 µg)
and the 14C-free gas Rommenhöller for the determination of the modern contamination (on average
0.09 ± 0.07 µg). A set of secondary standards is used to assess the robustness and reliability of the
data. This included IAEA-C7 with a consensus value of F14C = 0.4935 ± 0.0012 and sample sizes
of 44 µg and 295 µg and IAEA-C8 with a consensus value of F14C = 0.1503 ± 0.0017 and sample
sizes of 45 µg and 249 µg. Results agree within uncertainties and can be found in the Appendix A
(Figure A3). Additionally F14C values for EC need to be corrected for contamination introduced during
CO2 extraction and filter handling (procedural blank correction), as well as potential OC charring.
The combined procedural blank correction and OC-charring correction of the F14C values for EC can
be done according to the mass balance equation:
F14Cs =
F14Cm ·Mm − F14Cb ·Mb − F14COCchar ·MOCchar
Mm −Mb −MOCchar
(2)
where F14Cs is the fraction modern of the EC sample; F14Cm is the measured fraction modern and
Mm the measured mass concentration including contamination and charred OC; F14Cb is the fraction
modern of the procedural blank and Mb the mass concentration measured for a sampling blank filter;
and F14COCchar is the fraction modern of the water-insoluble OC (WIOC) of the respective sample and
MOCchar the respective mass concentration of the charred WIOC. For this project it was not possible
to measure the fraction modern of EC for the procedural blank, because of restricted availability of
filter sample material. The F14Cb was set as 0.65 ± 0.32 , which is an average of two previous blank
measurements with an uncertainty range of 50%, where the CO2 from several 2stepCIO extractions
have been combined to have enough material for radiocarbon analysis in the AMS. For Mb the actual
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EC mass concentration determined with the ACS of the respective sampling blank has been used,
which shows an average value of 0.064± 0.06 µg/cm2. The fraction modern of WIOC also could not be
measured for this project, because not enough filter material was available. F14COCchar was set as 0.57
± 0.14 for all samples. This value corresponds to the average and the respective standard deviation
of F14C(WIOC) for 24 samples from a study [9] conducted at the same measurement site between
February 2011 and March 2012. Dusek et al. [23] estimated that charred WIOC contributes at most 5%
to the analyzed EC. During filter analysis on the Sunset analyzer (2stepCIO (Sunset)) the OC charring
has been monitored optically using the laser transmission signal and was found to be not significant.
Under these conditions MOCchar was set as 2.5 ± 2.5% of the respective EC sample mass concentration.
Since the EC yield was close to 100%, the F14C data were not corrected for EC loss.
2.4. Radiocarbon Analysis of EC at LARA
For sample preparation a 24 mm quartz-fiber filter punch of each PM2.5 sample was extracted
with 20 mL ultra pure water (18.2 MΩ) with a 25 mm polycarbonate filter holder (Sartorius) and was
dried in a laminar flow box for 6 h. A 1.5 cm2 punch of the water-extracted filter was treated with a
thermo-optical OC-EC analyzer (Model 4L, Sunset Laboratory Inc., Tigard, OR, USA) using the first
three steps of the “Swiss 4S protocol” to remove all remaining water-insoluble OC. The remaining EC
was combusted at 760 ◦C in O2 (99.9995%) after complete OC removal [24]. The evolved CO2 was
guided to a gas inlet system [33], where the sample is diluted with helium to 5% CO2 [34]. The CO2/He
mixture is directly fed into the Cs sputter ion source of the “MIni CArbon DAting System” (MICADAS)
AMS at a constant rate [35]. The 14C/12C ratio of the resulting C-ions are expressed as fraction modern.
All reported results were corrected for isotopic fractionation, using the measured 13C/12C
ratio of OX-II (SRM 4990C). Furthermore corrections for cross- and constant contaminations are
applied. Results for F14C(EC) were not field blank corrected, however they were corrected for the
loss of EC and for OC-charring during the first three steps of the applied thermo-optical protocol.
EC yields and the degree of charring was quantified from the laser transmission raw signal, using the
Lambert-Beer law [24]. To do so, the measured F14C(EC) was extrapolated to 100% EC yield considering
the empirically determined relationship between the EC yield and the measured F14C(EC) [36].
The correction for OC-charring is done by subtracting the quantified mass of charred OC and its
14C/12C ratio from the measured F14C(EC) by isotopic mass balance.
2.5. Radiocarbon Analysis of EC at LABEC
At the LABEC laboratory in Florence a sample preparation-graphitization line specially dedicated
to aerosol samples is available. The water-extracted filter sample is placed in a self-constructed oven,
where the combustion takes place. Isolation of EC is achieved by pre-combustion in purified O2 at
375 ◦C for 40 min and subsequent flash heating at 750 ◦C in purified He to remove OC. Combustion
of EC is then accomplished by heating the oven to 800 ◦C for 20 min in a constant O2 flow of
100 mL/min [6]. In order to ensure complete combustion, a CuO catalyst is placed close to the
oven. The evolving gas is then purified by passing through chemical traps to remove halogens and
sulfate and through a thermal trap for the removal of H2O and N2O. The purified CO2 is trapped
in a reversible cryogenic trap and finally transferred into the graphitization reactor. The reduction
to graphite is done according to the Bosch reaction at a temperature of 600 ◦C, using iron powder
(Alfa Aesar, 99.9+%, <10 µm) as a catalyst and trapping the produced water in a cold-finger with the
help of a Peltier-based device. The hydrogen used for the reaction is provided by a gas generator and
has a purity of 99.999%. The iron powder is cleaned previous to the reaction by heating it in vacuum
at 600 ◦C and then heating in hydrogen at 350 ◦C. More details about the sample preparation line at
LABEC can be found in [37].
Radiocarbon analysis at LABEC is done with an AMS system manufactured by HVEE and
based on a 3 MV Tandetron. Results are normalized to a set of NIST OX-II (SRM 4990C) standards
and corrected for isotopic fractionation using the simultaneously measured 13C/12C ratios. Special
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attention thereby was paid to produce samples of the same size, to minimize machine induced isotopic
fractionation. Alfa Aesar graphite samples were measured, to be able to subtract background counts.
The overall analyzing procedure was checked by measuring also reference material (IAEA-C7).
An overview of all investigated radiocarbon analysis methods with their main characteristics is
presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Main characteristics of sample treatment for radiocarbon analysis of elemental carbon from
the laboratories, which took part in the inter-comparison study.
Laboratory LARA LABEC CIO
Pretreatment water extraction water extraction water extraction
Type Oven commercial self-built self-builtOC-EC analyzer
Step 1 180
◦C, 50 s+ 375 ◦C, 40 min, O2 375 ◦C, 10 min, O2375 ◦C, 150 s, O2
Thermal Step 2 475 ◦C, 120 s, O2 750 ◦C, flash heating, He 450 ◦C, 2 min/3 min, O2
Protocol Step 3 450
◦C, 180 s+ 800 ◦C, 20 min, O2 650 ◦C, 5 min, O2650 ◦C, 180 s, He
Step 4 500
◦C, 120 s+
760 ◦C, 150 s, O2
AMS direct CO2 injection
graphitization graphitization
Measurements MICADAS
on iron powder on iron pellets
3 MV Tandetron 3 MV Tandetron
accelerator (HVEE) accelerator (HVEE)
14C Corrections
• background contamination • background contamination • background contamination
• cross contamination • blank correction
• EC yield correction • OC charring correction
• OC charring correction
2.6. Thermo-Optical Analysis with a Commercial OC-EC Analyzer
The determination of carbon fraction concentrations in aerosol particle filter samples by the
thermo-optical technique has been widely accepted as a reference method [20]. In this work the
thermo-optical OC-EC analyzer manufactured by Sunset Laboratory Inc. (Model 5L), which allows
the utilization of pure oxygen for the analysis, was used. Reference concentrations of OC and EC
have been determined with the EUSAAR_2 protocol [17]. This measurement protocol is widely used
in Europe and was optimized for analyzing carbonaceous aerosol at European regional background
stations. In the EUSAAR_2 protocol the filter sample is first heated in an inert helium atmosphere in
different steps up to a highest temperature of 650 ◦C, which causes the evaporation of OC. After a
rapid cooling to 500 ◦C the sample is heated in four steps to a temperature of 850 ◦C, but this time in a
mixture of helium and 2% oxygen to oxidize all residual carbonaceous material. The laser transmission
signal is used for the charring correction.
The 2stepCIO protocol, described in Section 2.3, was also implemented on the Sunset instrument
to allow for a direct comparison of the 2stepCIO protocol with the EUSAAR_2 protocol on the same
device. The main objective was to allow more detailed tests of the ACS protocol with an automated
method instead of the time consuming extraction on the manual ACS setup. In this project it was
used to test the recovery of EC with varying length of the intermediate temperature step (450 ◦C).
In the 2stepCIO protocol on the Sunset analyzer OC is defined as all carbon combusted in the first
temperature step (375 ◦C), EC is all carbon from the last temperature step (650 ◦C) and TC is all carbon
combusted during the whole thermal protocol including carbon coming off in the intermediate step.
All carbon concentrations are first corrected with the instrument blank, which represents the
background contamination of the instrument during the analysis, and subsequently with the sampling
blank. The sampling blank represents a measure of contamination added to the filter during sampling,
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storage and filter handling. In general sampling blanks are more influenced by the adsorption of
organic compounds and not by contamination with EC material.
3. Results and Discussion
In the following section carbon concentrations determined with the 2stepCIO protocol are
validated against results from the EUSAAR_2 thermo-optical protocol and the recovery of EC for
radiocarbon analysis is investigated. In the second part results of the inter-comparison study of 14C in
EC are discussed.
3.1. Analysis of OC-EC Concentrations (CIO)
Figure 1 shows the concentrations of TC, OC and EC for a five-day filter (8) and a two-day
filter (9), which represent typical cases from this study. Results for all filter samples are provided in the
Appendix A (Figure A1). Additionally in the Appendix A in Figure A2 the results for all filter samples
are shown and discussed as a fraction of the respective TC concentration on the untreated filter sample
determined with the EUSAAR_2 protocol.
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Figure 1. TC, OC and EC concentrations determined with the EUSAAR_2 protocol on untreated
(EUSAAR_2) and water-extracted (EUSAAR_2 WE) filter samples and determined with the 2stepCIO
protocol on the Sunset analyzer with an intermediate step (450 ◦C) of 2 min (2stepCIO (Sunset) 2 min)
and 3 min (2stepCIO (Sunset) 3 min) and the 2stepCIO protocol on the aerosol combustion system
(ACS) (2stepCIO (ACS) 2 min) for a five-day filter (8) and a two-day filter (9).
The different bars represent carbon concentrations determined with the EUSAAR_2 protocol,
the 2stepCIO protocol implemented on the Sunset analyzer and the 2stepCIO protocol on the ACS
extraction system (purple). The EUSAAR_2 protocol has been applied to the untreated filter samples
(EUSAAR_2 in red) and to the water-extracted filter samples (EUSAAR_2 WE in blue). The 2stepCIO
protocol on the Sunset instrument has been applied with an intermediate step (450 ◦C) of 2 min (yellow)
and 3 min (green) for water-extracted filter samples. In the case of multiple analyses, e.g., filter sample 8
was analyzed three times for each protocol, the averaged results are shown. Error bars show the
uncertainty range of the results determined by the Sunset analyzer, which are defined by the detection
limit of the instrument and random variability from running duplicates.
TC and OC concentrations are both much higher for the untreated filter samples, which implies
that most of the OC is water-soluble. TC and OC concentrations agree within their uncertainty for
the different protocols on the water-extracted samples, whereas EC concentrations differ. Results for
filter sample 9 represent a typical case, where the EC concentration determined with the EUSAAR_2
protocol for the water-extracted sample is slightly lower than for the untreated sample, because even
though EC is water insoluble, some particle loss during water-extraction cannot be avoided. Results
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from the 2stepCIO protocol on the Sunset analyzer show a lower concentration for EC than determined
with the EUSAAR_2 protocol, because for the 2stepCIO protocol the EC recovery is less than 100%.
The recovered EC concentration further decreases when the intermediate step is longer (2stepCIO
(Sunset) 3 min). In contrast the EC concentration determined with the 2stepCIO protocol on the ACS
is higher than the EC determined with the 2stepCIO protocol on the Sunset analyzer. EC analyzed
on the ACS is similar to the results from the EUSAAR_2 protocol for water-extracted filter samples.
Carbon fraction concentrations are in general higher for filter sample 8, but results from the different
protocols behave in principle similar to what was observed for filter sample 9, except for EC analyzed
with the EUSAAR_2 protocol, which shows higher concentration on the water-extracted sample than
on the untreated sample. Since it is impossible that EC is added during water extraction treatment,
it is more likely that this unusual result is caused by the analysis method. Filter samples 8 and 9
actually show similar concentrations per m3 of air, but due to the longer sampling time, filter 8 has
a much higher carbon concentration per filter area and was also of darker color than filter sample 9.
This can cause difficulties for the transmission measurement and can make the positioning of the split
point problematic. This could result in an underestimation of EC when using the EUSAAR_2 protocol
on untreated filter samples. After water extraction, charring is much reduced and the split point is
probably more reliable for highly loaded filter samples.
Piazzalunga et al. [38] investigated the effect of water-extraction on the quantification of EC
in urban aerosol samples and found that EC on water-extracted samples was generally higher
than on untreated samples. Another explanation for the observed underestimation of EC for the
EUSAAR_2 protocol on untreated filter samples might be found in a study by Subramanian et al. [39].
They noticed that the filter loading has a significant influence on the optical signal during the
analysis. Samples with low filter loading show a linear relationship of the laser attenuation and
the filter loading, but at high filter loadings the laser attenuation decreases. This is known as the
“shadowing” effect [40] and was characteristic for filter with more than 15 µg/cm2 carbon coming off
in the helium/oxygen phase of the thermal-optical analysis. Filter 8 shows carbon concentrations
for this phase of approximately 35 µg/cm2 for untreated samples and 17 µg/cm2 for water-extracted
samples. In this case water-extraction improves the analysis of EC, because the optical signal is
more reliable and the split point can be determined in a more correct way. Filter 9 shows carbon
concentrations for the helium/oxygen phase of about 13.5 µg/cm2 for untreated samples and about
5 µg/cm2 for water-extracted samples, which had in both cases no disruptive influence on the optical
signal during analysis.
Figure 2 shows the ratio of the EC concentration on water-extracted (EC WE) and untreated (EC)
filter samples versus the TC concentration on the untreated filter samples.
Red circles show results from this study determined with the EUSAAR_2 protocol and black
triangles show results from Dusek et al. [9]. In the study by Dusek et al. [9] filter samples have
been taken at the same measurement site, but carbon concentrations are determined by the QUARTZ
protocol [41] on a Sunset analyzer with a flame ionization detector.
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Figure 2. Ratio of the EC concentration on water-extracted (EC WE) and untreated (EC) filter samples
versus the TC concentration on the untreated filter samples, red circles show results from this study
determined with the EUSAAR_2 protocol and black triangles show results from Dusek et al. [9]
determined with the QUARTZ protocol.
Ideally one would expect a ratio around one, because EC is not water-soluble. In reality a small
part of the EC can be lost during water extraction and so a ratio slightly less than one is possible.
Ratios higher than one, even up to more than 2.5 as shown in Figure 2, are unexpected. These high
ratios coincide with a high TC concentration per filter area, which supports the above hypothesis
that EC might be underestimated due to a problematic charring correction on highly loaded filters
with a TC concentration on the untreated filter samples of higher than approximately 50 µg/cm2 [39].
One should be cautious, if thermo-optical OC and EC concentrations from highly loaded filter samples
are used to estimate EC recoveries or to derive absolute concentrations of fossil or biomass burning EC.
Our study confirms observations made by previous studies [38] and suggests that water extraction of
highly loaded filter samples prior to EC analysis might lead to more trustworthy EC concentrations,
despite the potential losses during water extraction.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of EC from the long-term filter versus the 24-h filter for three
different protocols. The ratio of EC on the long-term filter with respect to the sum of EC from the
corresponding 24-h filter samples is shown versus the sampling duration in days.
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Figure 3. Ratio of the EC concentration on long-term filter samples to the sum of the EC concentration
on the corresponding 24-h filter samples in dependence of the sampling duration in days determined
with the EUSAAR_2 protocol on untreated (EUSAAR_2) and water-extracted (EUSAAR_2 WE) filter
and for the 2stepCIO protocol on the Sunset (2stepCIO (Sunset) 3 min).
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For a sampling duration up to four days the ratios are close to one for the EUSAAR_2 WE
protocol, indicating that for water-extracted samples EC on long-term filter samples agrees within
less than 10% with the sum of EC on the 24-h samples. For the EUSAAR_2 protocol on the untreated
samples the ratios are significantly smaller than one, indicating that EC is underestimated on the
long-term filter samples with respect to the corresponding 24-h samples. For the highly loaded filter
sample with a sampling duration of five days EUSAAR_2 underestimates the EC concentration on
the long-term filter in comparison with the sum of the 24-h filter, whereas EUSAAR_2 WE shows an
overestimate. The underestimate of EC for untreated long-term filter samples with the EUSAAR_2
protocol is probably related to the underestimate of EC on highly loaded filter samples shown in
Figures 1 and 2. The overestimate of EC on the long-term sample with EUSAAR_2 WE with a sampling
duration of five days is probably related to the process of water extraction. During water extraction a
small part of EC is lost and this has a bigger impact on the sum of the 24-h samples, where the process
was in total performed five times. In general this also influences results from shorter sampling time
periods, so that the overestimate should increase with increasing sampling duration. This effect is not
clearly visible and with respect to the range of uncertainty it can be also neglected. EC concentration
on the long-term samples is underestimated with respect to the 24-h samples for the 2stepCIO protocol.
Reasons for this behavior could not be clearly identified.
Similar results were found by Cheng and He [42], where 24-h filter samples were compared to
samples with a sampling time of 48 h and results were obtained with a DRI carbon analyzer and the
IMPROVE-A temperature protocol. They noticed that with higher OC loading the potential of charring
is higher and so the analytical artifact, which means the underestimation of EC caused by this type of
analysis is more emphasized. On average EC concentrations on 48-h filter samples were about 15%
lower than results from 24-h filter samples. Furthermore, in a study by Chiappini et al. [20], where
24-h filter samples have been compared with samples taken with varying sampling times of two, three
and five days, tendencies to have lower EC concentrations on long-term filter samples compared to
the sum of the 24-h filter samples were found.
As a conclusion of this comparison and also confirmed by the literature [38,39] it can be said that
it is best to determine EC concentrations on water-extracted filter samples, especially when doing
source apportionment of carbonaceous aerosol with the help of radiocarbon analysis.
Figure 4 shows the EC recovery, which is the ratio of the EC concentration determined with a
given protocol to the EC concentration determined with the EUSAAR_2 WE protocol. The red bars
represent the average recovery with the standard deviation as error bar and the individual data points
are shown as black crosses.
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Figure 4. EC recovery defined as ratio of the EC concentration determined with the respective protocol
to the EC concentration determined with the EUSAAR_2 protocol on water-extracted filter samples,
red bars show the average value with the standard deviation and individual data points are shown as
black crosses.
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The 2stepCIO protocol with an intermediate step of 2 min shows a much higher average EC
recovery of 0.93 ± 0.07 on the ACS than on the Sunset analyzer, where the average EC recovery is
0.67± 0.09 and 0.57± 0.09 for an intermediate step of 2 min and 3 min respectively. This shows clearly
that the EC recovery is not determined by the thermal protocol alone, but is also sensitive to instrument
specific parameters. Possible reasons for the non matching results might be the different volumes of
the oven chambers of the two setups or the different design of the filter sample holders or even the
different size of the analyzed filter sample, which resulted in different heating rates. Care should be
taken when implementing or comparing similar temperature protocols on different extraction systems.
Online monitoring of charring and EC losses using laser transmission during OC removal for F14C(EC)
analysis [24] is helpful to overcome problems of variable EC recoveries.
3.2. Analysis of Radiocarbon in EC: Results of an Inter-Comparison Study
Figure 5 shows the fraction modern of EC (F14C(EC)) for all filters analyzed at CIO. Data points in
red show results after all corrections related to AMS measurement and graphitization (normalization,
correction for isotopic fractionation and background contamination), data points in orange show the
results after additional sampling blank correction and data points in green show the final results after
both sampling blank correction and OC charring correction. Uncertainties are calculated using error
propagation. In case of multiple measurements of the same filter the average value is shown here.
Results from LARA (blue squares) and LABEC (black circles) for the filter samples selected for the
inter-comparison study are also shown in this figure. Open markers show the uncorrected data and
filled marker show the results after application of the corrections listed in Table 2.
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Figure 5. Fraction modern of EC measured at CIO with different applied correction steps:
AMS correction-normalization, correction for isotopic fractionation and background contamination
correction (F14C AMS corr CIO); AMS correction + sampling blank correction (F14C blank corr CIO);
AMS correction + sampling blank correction + OC charring correction (F14C final CIO); and fraction
modern of EC measured at LARA and LABEC before (raw) and after (final) application of the corrections
listed in Table 2.
The F14C(EC) from CIO decrease after corrections are applied. Contamination introduced during
sampling and handling of the filter has a higher F14C than EC and thus increases the value of the
measured fraction modern of EC. The contamination of EC with charred WIOC also increases the
fraction modern, because OC has in general more contemporary sources. During a series of increasing
sampling duration from two to five days (filters 1–4; 5–8; 9–12), it seems that the fraction modern of
EC increases slightly, especially for filter samples 9–12. This could potentially be caused by incomplete
removal of OC for more highly loaded filter samples. Possible indicators for incomplete OC removal
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are a high EC recovery and a high filter loading of WIOC. These indicators are investigated in Figure 6,
where F14C of EC (AMS corr) is plotted respectively versus the EC recovery (a) and versus the WIOC
concentration (b).
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Figure 6. (a) F14C of EC (AMS correction) measured at CIO plotted versus the EC recovery and
(b) versus the water-insoluble OC (WIOC) concentration determined with the Sunset OC-EC analyzer
(EUSAAR_2 protocol, water-extracted filter).
High EC recoveries would coincide with a higher fraction modern of EC, if OC is incompletely
removed by an inefficient intermediate removal step and contributes to the EC concentration. However,
such a correlation cannot be observed in Figure 6a. The highest EC recovery for these results actually
shows one of the lowest fraction modern and the variation in F14C cannot be explained by EC recovery.
Since for highly loaded filter samples the removal of WIOC is more difficult, a positive correlation of
F14C(EC) with WIOC concentration can also be an indication that the intermediate removal step is not
sufficient and some refractive OC is still combusted in the EC step. However, Figure 6b shows no clear
dependence of F14C(EC) on WIOC concentrations. Therefore Figure 6a,b both indicate that F14C(EC)
is not influenced by insufficient OC removal. Even though this is no conclusive proof, it is likely that
the increase in F14C(EC) towards the end of the sampling period is due to external factors, such as the
colder temperatures that were observed or different source regions of the aerosol.
The repeatability of the radiocarbon analyses of EC at CIO was tested on four filter samples, which
were each analyzed three times. F14C(EC) of these analyses are shown in Figure 7, before sampling
blank and OC charring correction to avoid uncertainties related to these corrections.
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Figure 7. F14C(EC) analyzed multiple times for four different filter samples with a 2 min intermediate
step (F14C AMS corr). Two filters are additionally analyzed with an intermediate temperature step of
3 min (F14C AMS corr 3 min). No sampling blank and OC charring correction is applied.
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Filter samples 6 and 7 have been analyzed both with an intermediate step at 450 ◦C of 2 min and
of 3 min. Results for the 3 min intermediate temperature step are shown with red crosses. The results
are very reproducible with standard deviations ranging from 0.0016 for filter 11 to 0.0046 for filter 7
(2 min intermediate step). The F14C(EC) values for extractions with a longer intermediate step of
3 min are slightly but significantly lower by about 2%. Lower F14C(EC) also have been observed
in previous studies [24], where the temperature of the intermediate step was increased. It could be
due to a more efficient removal of remaining OC or the loss of less refractory EC during the longer
intermediate temperature step. This less refractory EC mostly originates from wood burning and
loosing some of it will lower the F14C(EC) value. It is not completely certain which of the two, removal
of remaining OC or removal of EC from wood burning, is the stronger effect. The results presented
in Figure 6 did not show a clear connection between the WIOC concentration of the filters or the EC
recovery and the fraction modern of EC, but already a small amount of remaining OC can increase
F14C(EC) significantly.
F14C(EC) analyzed by the different laboratories agree well (Figure 5). The standard deviation for
the different filter samples of F14C of the final data are: 0.0133 (filter 2); 0.0306 (filter 3); 0.0397 (filter 4);
0.0208 (filter 10). Results from the 2009 inter-comparison exercise on 14C analyses of carbonaceous
aerosols, presented in [27], show a standard deviation for the uncorrected F14C(EC) data of 0.065
(Milan) and 0.117 (Ispra) for two ambient filter samples. F14C(EC) of ambient aerosol particle samples
have been reported by previous studies [11,12,14,43] across Europe in a range from 0.1, mostly for
filter samples from cities, to up to 0.8, measured during winter-time smog episodes related to wood
burning in Switzerland [44]. Therefore the measurement of F14C(EC) with an accuracy of ±0.05 is
satisfactory to be able to draw meaningful conclusions about the sources of EC.
The three laboratories that are compared in this study also took part in the earlier inter-comparison
study. However, in the meantime their methods have been revised and more thoroughly evaluated.
The present methods are relatively similar, using water extraction and an oxygen-based thermal
separation of OC and EC. There are differences in the duration and the set temperature for the various
steps and LARA and LABEC use an intermediate step in helium, but CIO does not. CIO shows higher
values of F14C(EC) for all analyzed filter samples between 10% and 40% higher than the averaged
results from LARA and LABEC. The cause for the differences seems to be systematic and it might be
the missing thermal treatment in helium, but another likely reason for the higher F14C(EC) values
is the already mentioned high overall EC recovery for CIO. EC recovery for CIO was between 0.89
(filter 3) and 1.09 (filter 10). LARA showed EC recoveries of 0.64 for filter 4 and 0.70 for the rest of the
investigated samples. They calculated the EC recovery from the optical observation of the filter during
treatment (for details see Section 2.4) and they applied a special correction step to extrapolate to full
recovery. This correction to 100% EC recovery introduces considerable uncertainties and the final data
of LARA and CIO agree within these uncertainties. There is no information about the EC recovery
from LABEC, because they do not quantify the EC concentration with sufficient accuracy to estimate
the recoveries.
If we assume that the higher F14C(EC) values of CIO compared to LABEC and LARA are caused
by remaining or charred OC, we can calculate from Equation (2) how much OC is necessary to cause
the observed difference. This calculation shows that a contribution of remaining or charred OC to the
extracted EC of 8% for filter 2, 13% for filter 3, 17% for filter 4 and 10% for filter 10 would be required
to cause the elevated values for CIO. Results from CIO were corrected with the assumption that
2.5 ± 2.5 % of the actual measured EC mass is OC. The EC concentrations determined at CIO show an
uncertainty of around 14%. Therefore such a contribution of OC cannot be directly observed in the
measured recovery values.
It should be also kept in mind that the determination of F14C(EC) data is subject to considerable
systematic uncertainties mainly due to the assumptions involved in various corrections. The presented
data from LARA show the highest uncertainty, because these explicitly take into account most of these
uncertainties related to these assumptions. Their correction for background and cross contamination
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represent a small contribution to the observed uncertainty compared to the EC yield and OC charring
correction with the main contribution coming from the EC yield correction. As a consequence the error
estimate of LARA is probably the most realistic accuracy estimate.
The present inter-comparison shows good agreement between the results for these three methods
(within estimated uncertainties from LARA) and this is a crucial step in the direction of more reliable
comparison between different published F14C(EC) data. The next essential step would be to expand
this type of inter-comparison and to include also F14C(EC) data resulting from separation approaches
based on different principles. Another commonly used approach to derive the fraction modern
of EC from aerosol particle filter samples is the CTO-375 method [45,46] and modifications of this
method [5,15,16,47,48]. This method is associated with much lower EC recoveries of about 10% [5] with
respect to EC concentrations measured by thermo-optical analysis. Other separation methods use a
commercial OC-EC analyzer and apply one of the common protocols like NIOSH [7,49], IMPROVE [50]
or EUSAAR_2 [51] and collect the carbon released during (parts of) the oxygen steps for further
radiocarbon analysis. The fraction modern of EC is then directly or indirectly determined from these
results. This approach might result in a higher fraction modern of EC, because more pyrolyzed OC is
formed in a helium atmosphere without water extraction of the samples than in an oxygen atmosphere
after water extraction and the separation of pyrolyzed carbon from EC is not straightforward. On the
other hand these methods have the advantage of a higher and probably more consistent EC recovery
and it will be interesting to include these methods in future inter-comparisons. At present 14C
inter-comparisons are mainly restricted to ambient filter samples, where the “true” F14C of OC and EC
is not known. Therefore if methods give similar results it is still not clear if they are accurate and if
methods give different results, it is impossible to decide, which method (if any) gives the right value.
It will therefore be very important in the future to define and produce suitable (EC) reference materials
for 14C analysis on aerosols.
4. Conclusions
EC concentrations determined with the EUSAAR_2 thermal-optical protocol were dependent
on the sampling duration for untreated filter samples, but not for water-extracted samples. The EC
concentration was 20% to 45% lower on the long-term filters compared to the sum of the 24-h filters
for untreated filter samples, whereas no significant difference was found for water-extracted samples.
Moreover, on highly loaded filters (TC higher than approximately 50 µg/cm2), EC concentrations were
lower for untreated filter samples than for water-extracted samples with larger differences between
EC for higher TC concentration. The underestimate of EC on untreated samples is likely related to
an inaccurate charring correction on highly loaded filter samples. In conclusion, the most consistent
results were found when using the EUSAAR_2 protocol on water-extracted filter samples. This makes
water extraction of the filter samples recommendable as a regular pretreatment step to determine
consistent EC concentrations for highly loaded filters, even though a small loss of EC may occur.
When the 2stepCIO protocol was set up on the Sunset OC-EC analyzer, recovered EC
concentrations were lower than on the ACS itself. The disagreement between the results shows
that instrument-specific parameters play a role in EC recovery and further development is needed to
create a protocol on the Sunset analyzer, which matches the EC recovery of the ACS.
The results for the fraction modern in EC measured at CIO seem to suggest a connection between
higher F14C(EC) and a longer sampling time period of the filter, but this might alternatively (and
actually more likely) be due to actual variation in the fossil fraction of the atmospheric EC, related to
lower temperatures towards the end of the sampling period.
The inter-comparison of F14C(EC) of four filter samples between three independent laboratories
showed good agreement with a standard deviation between 0.01 and 0.04, which is acceptable when
aiming at aerosol source studies. Results from CIO were found to be higher than values from the other
laboratories, but still within the combined uncertainty estimate from LARA, which is likely to be the
most realistic. This can be an indication that the relatively high EC recovery found for CIO (0.89–1.09
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at CIO in comparison to about 0.70 for LARA) might be indicative of some remaining OC in the EC
fraction, which increases the F14C(EC). A direct dependency between EC recovery and F14C(EC) was
not found, but a theoretical estimate showed that already a small amount of remaining OC in the
range of the uncertainty of the measured EC concentrations can have the observed influence on the
measured F14C(EC).
In conclusion, the inter-comparison of F14C(EC) analyzed with these three similar OC-EC
separation methods showed satisfactory results. More comprehensive inter-comparison studies are
needed, where also different approaches to measure the fraction modern in EC are included.
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Appendix A
Additionally to Figure A1, which shows absolute concentrations of TC, OC and EC, in Figure A2
these concentrations are shown relative to the TC concentration of the respective untreated filter
sample determined with the EUSAAR_2 protocol. This information about the relative yields provides
a better understanding of the behavior of the different investigated thermal protocols regarding the
dependence on a range of different TC concentrations.
The different bars represent relative carbon concentrations determined with the EUSAAR_2
protocol, the 2stepCIO protocol implemented on the Sunset analyzer and the 2stepCIO protocol on
the ACS extraction system (purple). The EUSAAR_2 protocol has been applied to the untreated
filter samples (EUSAAR_2 in red) and to the water-extracted filter samples (EUSAAR_2 WE in blue).
The 2stepCIO protocol on the Sunset instrument has been applied with an intermediate step (450 ◦C)
of 2 min (yellow) and 3 min (green) for water-extracted filter samples. In the case of multiple analyses
the averaged results are shown and error bars show the uncertainty range of the results.
Figure A2 shows very consistent and stable relative yields for the OC concentrations on the
untreated filter samples for the EUSAAR_2 protocol over the range of the observed TC concentration.
Results for OC from the different protocols on water-extracted samples show obviously a much
lower relative yield, because most of the organic material on the filter is apparently water-soluble.
Despite this the relative yield for OC on water-extracted samples also shows consistent values, which
underlines that the investigated protocols can give reproducible results over the observed range of
TC concentrations. Relative yield for the 2stepCIO method agree within the uncertainty ranges with
results from the EUSAAR_2 on water-extracted samples, which indicate that no significant amount
of OC is lost during the intermediate step of the 2stepCIO method and most of the removed part of
carbon is actually EC. Results for the relative concentrations of EC do not show very consistent values,
which is in line with the observations from Figures 1 and A1 and the probable reasons for this are
discussed in the main text (Section 3.1).
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Figure A1. TC, OC and EC concentrations determined with the EUSAAR_2 protocol on untreated
(EUSAAR_2) and water-extracted (EUSAAR_2 WE) filter samples and determined with the 2stepCIO
protocol on the Sunset analyzer with an intermediate step (450 ◦C) of 2 min (2stepCIO (Sunset) 2 min)
and 3 min (2stepCIO (Sunset) 3 min) and the 2stepCIO protocol on the ACS (2stepCIO (ACS) 2 min) for
all investigated filter.
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Figure A2. OC and EC concentrations relative to the TC concentration determined with the
EUSAAR_2 protocol on untreated filter samples—determined with the EUSAAR_2 protocol on
untreated (EUSAAR_2) and water-extracted (EUSAAR_2 WE) filter samples and determined with
the 2stepCIO protocol on the Sunset analyzer with an intermediate step (450 ◦C) of 2 min (2stepCIO
(Sunset) 2 min) and 3 min (2stepCIO (Sunset) 3 min) and the 2stepCIO protocol on the ACS (2stepCIO
(ACS) 2 min) for all investigated filter.
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